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Aspiration pneumonia (AP) is commonly diagnosed on history, clinical signs and thoracic radiography (RX). C-reactive
protein (CRP) is used for diagnosis and follow up of inflammatory conditions in veterinary medicine. Lung ultrasound
(LUS) is described for diagnosis and follow of AP in human medicine. LUS findings in human and canine pneumonia
include increased numbers of B-lines, lung consolidation and pleural effusion. The clinical evolution, CRP concentrations
and changes identified on LUS and RX in canine AP have not been described or compared serially. This observational
study was undertaken in the hope of better guiding treatment decisions.

Fig 1: LUS image of a patient showing a
shred sign containing an air (*) and fluid (#)
bronchograms

Fig 2: LUS image of a patient showing a shred
sign containing an air bronchogram (*)

Material & Methods
Dogs with suspected AP based on compatible history
and clinical signs, increased CRP and RX changes at
presentation were prospectively recruited.
LUS was performed at presentation (T0), after 2 weeks
(T1) and 1 month (T2). At each time point clinical signs,
CRP, RX and LUS findings were recorded.
LUS was performed using a modified Armenise
technique assessing 9 windows on each hemithorax,
and the subxiphoid view.
LUS lesions were considered mild (>3 B-lines (Fig 3) or
coalescent B-lines), or severe (lung consolidation or
pleural effusion) and their distribution was recorded.

Fig. 3: LUS image of a patient with
increased numbers of B lines (>3) (#)

Results & conclusion
17 dogs were enrolled at T0, 13 were seen at a control
visit at T1 of which 6 were also seen at T2.

T0

T1

T2

Median CRP (range)
129 (24-267) 7.7 (3-32) 5.2 (3-8)
(ref < 9 mg/dL)
Number of dogs

17

13

6

Clinical signs
Increased CRP
RX lesions
Shred sign
Mild LUS lesions

17
17
17
16
8

0
2
11
1
4

0
0
2
0
4

Table 1: Median CRP and number of dogs included and showing
clinical signs, increased CRP, RX lesions, a shred sign and mild LUS
lesions at T0, T1 and T2.

All patients had rapid resolution of clinical signs,
whereas increased CRP, radiographic and severe LUS
lesions, were still present in 2/13, 11/13 and 1/13 dogs at
T1, respectively. Severe LUS lesions had comparable
distributions to RX lesions. There was no correlation
between mild LUS lesions and RX in 50% of cases.

Fig 4: Thoracic RX division

Lateral RXs were divided into 9 regions (Fig 4),
arbitrarily corresponding to LUS windows, to compare
approximative lesion distribution.

Severe LUS lesions and CRP concentrations
may correlate better with clinical findings than
RX during serial evaluation of canine AP.

